Ford explorer high idle problem

It only takes a minute to sign up. My 96 explorer will idle about at a stop sign and at the next
stop sign what would cause this. Fixed mine by restricting air flow at the idle air valve. But
rubber bushing inside hose. The hole in bushing is size of a small straw. No more high idle. Gas
mileage was 18 hwy now 21 hwy. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up
and rise to the top. Ford explorer idle problem Ask Question. Asked 3 years, 6 months ago.
Active 17 days ago. Viewed times. Improve this question. Drew Drew 11 1 1 bronze badge. Does
this happen immediately after starting the car, or have you been driving for a while? Is the AC or
heater running? This could be cause by a small vacuum leak or by a dirty air filter or mass
airflow sensor MAF. Is there a check engine light? Have you had the codes read? Add a
comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. John S John S 1. Sign up or log in Sign up
using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest
Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review
queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. My Explorer has been running way different this winter. A couple of months ago I was told
the mechanic added 2 gallons of anti freeze. Where did it go? I never saw a leak at anytime. My
idle has been way high when starting it when it's cold. I have been getting lower gas mileage all
winter. I have to have it warmed up before getting on the highway as it doesn't seem to want to
shift until the temperature is at normal. Rowefast answered 3 years ago. If you where 2 gallons
low on coolant, then the engine would have ben overheating. It only takes 2 gallons max to fill
the system. Otherwise you may have a bad thermostat, replacing the thermostat may help the
problem. Tracy answered 3 years ago. He said 2 jugs of coolant so I assumed 2 gallons. It never
overheated which is why I was surprised when he said how much he added. I have been
keeping a close eye on temperature and coolant level. Looked for leaks several different times
but never saw any. Will try the thermostat! Thank you! If you think you are loosing coolant,
smell the exhaust. See if it has a sweet smell to it, and you would notice more white smoke
coming out the tail pipe. This would be a head gasket. I got the thermostat changed today and
they cleaned a few things and no more high idle when starting it and seems to work great now!
Am hoping that is the last time for having problems for a while as I love my Explorer! Didn't take
anytime at all for it to warm up after I had let it sit for a couple of hours. Thank you for your help!
Something still wasn't quite right so I took it to the Ford garage and after going through things,
they are going to check for a stuck lifter. Hopefully soon it will get done and am hoping to not
have anymore problems after this for at least a year. They did find a tiny hole at bottom of
radiator but said to just keep an eye on it and to top it off every now and then. So far so good,
thanks for letting me know. There are oil additives to put in to try and loosen up sticky lifters. I
hope they try that first as replacing the lifters would be expensive. No stuck lifter. To check
anything with the timing, they would have to remove the whole motor. Keep driving until
something kicks a code. All in all this last year with this vehicle has been a pain in the butt when
it started getting colder out again. This time though, I think we found both problems. The
throttle body motor that had been cleaned several different times, started making a noise
grinding under the hood quite often when cold but not after it had warmed up! I went in and
hung outside in my vehicle while it cooled down completely for an hour and a half. Then when I
started it and it did what it was doing, I got the mechanic and pin pointed the throttle body
motor was the problem. On top of it though, my thermostat had to be replaced the next week as
I wasn't aware the throttle body motor was what was affecting the thermostat. To the people
where I have read several places about it feels like it's not shifting right and doesn't have much
power when going up a hill and you think you might have a transmission problem, you don't.
The same with if you think your clutch fan is a problem, I bet it's your thermostat. Mine quieted
right down once the new one was put in. I noticed my shifting was great again too and am so
happy to finally have it figured out. I never had this much problems with my Dodge Dakota but it
did have some. My son told me to get a Honda! I have had 2 thermostats go out in a year and
didn't realize they go so quick but hope next time it happens I know exactly what to do! If we
were to break down and have to walk during the winter, he wouldn't be able to. The mechanics
now a days ought to be smart enough to figure these things without a code being thrown, as
mine never wants to give one! I had the rear pinion seal replaced for free by our landlord as he
has done some before! It had always been a problem with it was going to leak at sometime, but
they never knew when. It was during Thanksgiving. Good thingcwe had been prepared and had
already planned on staying home. I am hoping this winter is problem free! My idle has be We
replaced the Torque Converter on my Ford Explorer. My mechanic said that replacing it should
take care of the shudddering between Mph. Well it has not taken care of it and now the en OK
i'm stumped. I have a ford explorer please keep comments about fords to yourself. I've had 4
episodes where i was driving along with no issues and the even though i am excellerating the
ca How had is it going to be to do the tune up to my truck and change the spark plugs out. It has

92, miles on it and is serviced regularly. I know it's hard to diagnose, but I'm wondering if this is
going to be an expensive repair. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. I kick it
down and it quits but have My Explorer has a high idle when starting it this winter. I kick it down
and it quits but have been getting lower gas mileage and it seems to take forever for the motor
and tranny to warm up. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Home Articles
Idling High How to Fix High Idle Step by step automotive repair guide on how to troubleshoot
and fix an engine that is idling high fast or low slow. Note: The engine idle speed is controlled
by the computer and is NOT adjustable. The troubleshooting procedure for high and low idle
conditions are similar, which are included in the following:. Step 1 - If the check engine or
service engine light soon has illuminated retrieving the diagnostic trouble codes could lead you
in the right direction of what the problem is, or is related too. Check Engine Light Step 2 - The
idle air control motor valve is responsible for controlling the engine idle speed, if this part fails
or becomes weak the engine idle speed could become erratic, additionally, this condition may
or may not trigger the MIL check engine, service engine soon light. Because of the nature of this
valve large air volume processed it should be serviced when a tune up is performed to remove
"coking" which will hinder the valve's performance. To perform a rough check of the idle air
control, remove the valve while reconnecting the wiring harness. Idle Air Control Valve Off
Engine Step 3 - Engine vacuum is a sealed system and must hold a specific amount to maintain
proper idle conditions, inspect the engine vacuum hoses and intake gaskets. Engine Intake
Vacuum Leak Step 4 - The air intake boot or tube is used to deliver air to the intake system of
the engine. If this tube becomes loose or broken it can leak un-metered air into the engine
effectively causing an unbalance via the mass air flow MAF sensor in the computer system
which can produce fast or slow idle. Removing Air Intake Boot Step 5 - A throttle bore is used to
regulate the volume of air flow the engine consumes. Controlled either by computer or by
manual foot pedal this device must be clean and free from coking build up light tar substance.
Throttle Bore Service Step 6 - The crankcase ventilation system or PCV valve of an engine is
used to scavenge vapors from inside the engine while running, if this system malfunctions
erratic idle conditions may result. Crankcase Ventilation Step 7 - Engine timing, both ignition
and camshaft orientation can effect the engine idle speed. When this condition exists the
computer is rendered unbalanced and will not react correctly. These items must be checked and
corrected before normal engine operation will resume. Step 8 - The mass air flow sensor uses a
hot wire that changes in resistance as engine intake air is passed by it. The computer uses this
information to make adjustments to the operating system. When this wire becomes
contaminated which naturally occurs during usage, the sensor must be removed and cleaned.
Intermittent sensor failure or shorting can cause the computer to act strange with unusual side
effects, these problems are particularly tough to diagnose. The computer program is designed
to trigger a MIL check engine - service engine soon only when a long term failure has occurred.
In these cases there are many approaches that can used, the most professional method
involves using a computer scanner that will monitor and record the data stream which then can
be monitored for unusual patterns in various sensors or connections. An alternative method of
troubleshooting involves a one at a time, replace all critical sensors approach which can reveal
the failed sensor i. Home Articles Idling High. How to Fix High Idle. Step by step automotive
repair guide on how to troubleshoot and fix an engine that is idling high fast or low slow. The
troubleshooting procedure for high and low idle conditions are similar, which are included in
the following: Difficulty Scale: 4 of 10 Step 1 - If the check engine or service engine light soon
has illuminated retrieving the diagnostic trouble codes could lead you in the right direction of
what the problem is, or is related too. Check Engine Light. Engine Intake Vacuum Leak.
Removing Air Intake Boot. Throttle Bore Service. Crankcase Ventilation. Mass Air Flow Service.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week
between 7 AM and 9 PM. Engine idle speed is the speed, measured in revolutions per minute
RPM an engine is designed to run at when the engine is fully warmed up and the vehicle is
stopped in park or neutral. Typically, the idle speed will be set at a value in the range of to RPM,
but the exact value will depend on the number of engine cylinders and whether the vehicle is
equipped with a manual or automatic transmission. The repair procedure depends on the exact
cause of the high idle. Faulty Fuse: In the majority of vehicles, engine idle speed is controlled
via an idle control valve ICV. A faulty or blown fuse in other electronically controlled systems

can cause the Idle Air Control IAC motor to malfunction, leading to a higher than normal engine
idle speed. This part can malfunction due to excessive carbon buildup in the intake manifold.
Vacuum Leak: On any engine, a vacuum leak will cause a high engine idle as the oxygen sensor
detects lean operation and the engine computer then tries to compensate, which can result in
abnormal idle. Malfunctioning Throttle: A malfunctioning throttle system can cause both a high
or low idle as well as an engine stall. A dirty air intake or cracked air intake tube is often the
culprit. Computer Malfunction: If the powertrain control module is malfunctioning, idle speed
may be affected. High idle speed could make your vehicle difficult to control and were the idle
speed to suddenly and unexpectedly increase to really high levels, you could experience
unintended acceleration. Even moderately high idle speed, that is up to 1, RPM will make it more
difficult to slow your vehicle when stopping and, once stopped, there remains the risk of your
foot coming off the brake and the car jumping ahead. High idle speed also wastes gas and can
be distracting as the vehicle does not perform as expected. Ford Explorer Engine idle speed is
high Inspection at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A
Diagnostic Works Instantly book a certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic
diagnoses the problem and quotes necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to you now. See availability. Show example Ford Explorer Engine
idle speed is high Inspection prices. Engine idle speed is high Inspection Service What is
engine idle speed and how is it maintained? Many cars have RPM gauges. If the engine speed
displayed on the gauge does not match the original equipment manufacturer OEM specification
on the underhood label, there is probably something wrong. Engine is idling higher than
normal. If there is no RPM gauge but the engine sounds like it is turning faster when idle, a
mechanic can use an instrument to measure the actual engine speed. Harsh engagement in
drive. If the idle speed is too high, the vehicle will jump forward when placed in drive. Excessive
brake effort is required to hold vehicle at a stop. If idle speed is normal, only a very light force
on the brake pedal will be necessary to prevent forward motion in drive. How do mechanics
adjust or repair incorrect idle speed? Is it safe to drive with incorrect idle speed? When
addressing idle speed issues, keep in mind: Related functions, such as the idle up function
when the air conditioner is turned on, will be inspected
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by a mechanic during the repair of a high idle problem. Prior to replacing parts, such as the
throttle body, the mechanic will also need to rule out electrical causes of incorrect idle speed as
well as physical causes such as vacuum leaks. Number of Ford Explorer services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our
expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating.
Rating Summary. Ronnie 30 years of experience. Request Ronnie. Dave 23 years of experience.
Request Dave. Quick and professional. Dellano 18 years of experience. Request Dellano.
Outstanding experience , quick ,fast and diligent.. I would definitely recommend this company
to anyone I know. Lucas 21 years of experience. Request Lucas. He was thorough and very
knowledgeable. Polite as well. We felt we got an honest opinion. Would use his services again.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Engine idle speed is high Inspection.

